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Subprime Learning: Positive and

stage of the post-bubble shakeout left the

Negative Lessons of the Japanese

state sector largely moribund, especially

Bubble for Americans

after it vainly tried to spend its way out of
the crisis. It remains to be seen whether the
US, under Obama, will pursue an effective
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fiscal policy or repeat this year’s tax rebates,

What Japan can teach Americans and the the equivalent of simply throwing money in
world about financial crises is a question a hole. This commentary reviews the
that has been cropping up for some time. highlights of our current crisis as well as
References to Japan in fact appear to be

what we can learn from Japan and whether

increasing, with a recent turn to worries of we are, in fact, learning from Japan.
"becoming Japanese" through a decade or so
lost to malaise and marginal growth,
perhaps interspersed with bouts of financial
panic. Heralding this Japanization is
America’s seeming onset of deflation and a
liquidity trap in tandem with a virtually
zero interest rate policy. These
developments have largely eroded American
policy options on the financial side. In
Japan, this impotent, "pushing on a string"
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Bye, Bye Miss American Pie

the blast eviscerated the investmentbanking industry, brought

Mid-September of 2008 abruptly

extraordinary volatility to virtually all

blackened every rosy scenario

major stock markets, and induced

concerning the American subprime

something like "The Day After

crisis and its spillovers. Through the

Tomorrow" glaciation scenario in global

summer, optimists had continued to

credit markets.

insist that an American recession was
unlikely and that, even if there were to
be one, it would almost certainly be
short and shallow. They averted their
eyes from the implications of the
September 7 US Government takeover
of Fanny Mae and Freddie Mac, with
their USD 5 trillion-plus in debt
obligations, declaring that markets
would be stabilized by the then-biggest
yet of interventions. Yet even

The state has been hurriedly ushered

effectively nationalizing Fanny and

back in, as lender of only resort, to fund

Freddie failed to put a damper on the

a steady stream of nationalizations of

panic welling up in the markets. And

financial firms, capital injections, and

then on September 17, the long-

other desperate measures. A spreading

simmering and periodically over-

movement among the European

boiling pot of financial conundrums

countries and elsewhere would

suddenly erupted into a full-blown

guarantee all banking deposits. On

crisis that continues to wreak havoc

October 3, in an election year, the U.S.

around the world. In a few short weeks,

Congress upped the ante of
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increasingly colossal interventions with

regulatory state. The real economy is

the USD 700 billion Emergency

quickly slumping into a long and deep

Economic Stabilization Act. The Act

recession even as taxpayers see their

allows the government, via the

monies used to bail out the people who

Troubled Assets Relief Program

are costing them their jobs, homes and

(TARP), to purchase mortgage-related

dreams of entering, or remaining in, the

securities from financial agencies as

middle class. These same people have

well as directly inject capital into them.

been taken to task even in the pages of

Then on October 8, nearly all major

the Wall Street Journal for making

central banks simultaneously instituted

millions in fees, buyouts and bonuses in

a rate cut. A November 24 Bloomberg

the midst of this catastrophe. The

report relates that, altogether, the US

deeper the onrushing recession gets, the

financial authorities have committed

more potent the backlash against their

themselves to lend about USD 7.4

irresponsible (and at times criminal)

trillion in order to rescue banks and

behavior will be. What is certain now is

other financial entities in peril. This

that there is no going back to the status

figure includes the over USD 320 billion

quo before the word "subprime"

incurred in late November when the

entered the lexicon. In terms of the

USD 2.2 trillion Citi Group teetered on

means deployed against this crisis, as

the cusp of a bailout or (unthinkably)

well as the future of reform, what was

falling into Lehman-land.

unthinkable scant weeks ago is now

Back in an America that waits whatever

deemed essential or simply

magic Obama can work, the financial

unstoppable. For example, the Federal

industry and its hired guns in academe

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC),

and elsewhere are fighting a rear-guard

long a backwater in the financial world,

action against the return of the

is now crafting regulations that would
3
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allow it to force the likes of Citi Group

been incredibly volatile as well. The

and JP Morgan to open their books on

Dow Jones Index fell 7.9% on October

agency request. Toxic assets would see

15, its worst one-day drop since 1987.

the light of day.

The Financial Times of November 17
tells us that the drop came during 9

And in spite of massive interventions,

consecutive days of over 8% interday

Japan's and other world markets are

volatility that continued to October 16,

still riding a roller-coaster. On October

exceeding the previous record from the

10, Japan's Nikkei stock-market average

height of the Crash of 1929. Just before

saw its biggest ever single-day drop --

the October 15 plunge, the October 11

nearly 10% -- and two significant firms -

Wall Street Journal noted that following

Yamato Life Insurance and NewCity

the October 3 passage of the US

Residence Investment - went bankrupt

Financial Stabilization Act, the Dow

through contagion from America's

had the worst week ever in its 112 year

financial innovations. On October 27,

history. The Dow's 22% weekly loss

the Nikkei dropped nearly 500 points to

contributed to the USD 8.4 trillion

7,162, closing in on levels it has not seen

paper loss on stock assets over the past

for 26 years; i.e. several years before

year. On October 28, the Bank of

Japan's late-80s asset bubble even began

England estimated that financial firms'

building. Other Asian and European
markets have been similarly roiled. By

losses alone, via mark-to-market write

late October, for example, South Korea's

downs, now total USD 2.8 trillion,

Composite Stock Price Index had

about double the Bank's estimate last

plunged over 35% in a month, well over

April. In late November, markets seem

the previous record 21.17% drop

to have resumed their plunge, leaving

recorded in May 1998 during the Asian

the Standard & Poor's stock index a

financial crisis. And US markets have

spectacular 50 percent below its peak.
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And the bottom of this mess seems yet

even assess their own level of risk from

quite far off.

in-house toxic assets - by hoarding cash
and limiting exposure to borrowers.

Global Freezing

That hoarding worsens the crunch on

Meanwhile, a disaster epic has been

financing for investment and

playing in the credit markets, essential

consumption in the overall economy.

for the transmission of finance into the

Add into the mix the fact that the

pockets of the real economy. Put

shockwaves from the Lehman

simply, credit markets have frozen up.

bankruptcy spread into even the

With the likes of Bear Stearns and

ordinarily safe venue of money market

Lehman's Brothers made bankrupt

funds, which are specifically designed

through trading in complex financial

and regulated to limit risks. The result

instruments, especially mortgage-

of these and other shocks saw interbank

backed securities, banks do not know

and other lending almost stop, and the

which counterparties they can trust. No

flow of loans from these financial

one knows who is holding how much

intermediaries to businesses and

in toxic assets and what any given bad

consumers dwindle to a trickle. The

asset might be worth. Size and

bulk of recent measures by state

reputation no longer imply safety. The

agencies in the developed world have

Lehman bankruptcy was the largest in

been aimed at thawing out these

US history, exceeding USD 600 billion

conduits of credit and thus avoiding a

in assets, so even a long-established and

precipitous decline into outright

enormous presence offers little
indication of the level of a

economic depression. Over the past few

counterparty's potential risk. Banks are,

weeks, these measures seemed to be

moreover, keen to protect their own

having some success, judging by

capital bases - in part since they cannot

standard measures of risk such as
5
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LIBOR (the London inter-bank lending

financial institutions to ensure payment

rate) and the Ted Spread (the difference

of shipped goods. As trust contracts

between 3-month Treasury Bills and the

even within the once-cozy confines of

3-month LIBOR); but even so, the flow

Wall Street and other financial districts,

of credit does not appear to be

its compression globally and, in

circulating beyond the big banks and

particular, its effect on letters of credit

into the broader economy. And now

is even more pronounced. Letters of

these risk measures are creeping up

credit have financed global trade for

again, as financiers ponder the

centuries, and especially in recent years.

implications that a long and deep

But financial intermediaries are now

recession will have for asset values and

either refusing to honor these letters of

the securities they are built on.

credit or are hiking their premiums by
multiples of what they were just
months ago. Over the long chain of
intermediaries involved in global trade,
trust in repayment is dissipating like
electrical current sent too far. Added to
the problem is that plunging

Ships at anchor

commodity prices and rapidly shifting

One of the most disturbing aspects of

exchange rates threaten to render the

this credit crunch is its shock to the

shipments themselves unprofitable en

truly broad economy of global trade.

route to their destination. Moreover,

According to an October 29 Bloomberg

shipping firms have an enormous debt

report, 90 percent of the USD 13.6

burden due to a frenzied boom in

trillion global trade in goods relies on

buying new ships over the past several

letters of credit exchanged between

years in anticipation of continuing
6
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robust expansion in global trade. In

supply chain is at risk, something that

consequence, the Baltic Dry Index (a

the World Trade Organization

measure of rates for shipping dry

recognizes but is ill-equipped to

goods) has plunged by over 90 percent

address. Already, the East Asian port

from its May 21, 2008, peak. The

cities of Singapore, Hong Kong and

container-shipping index is expected to

Taiwan are witness to vast fleets of bulk

show even more spectacular declines as

carriers and other vessels riding at

this shock wave rips through far-flung

anchor in wait of better times. The latest

production chains in our borderless

projection for global growth is 1.7

world.

percent, well below the 3 percent level
that marks a global recession; but

The World Bank, IMF and other

considering the momentum of current

agencies are painfully aware of this

economic events, growth seems set to

crisis in global trade, and are working

slide even further.

to extend short-term funding to lowincome countries. But since global trade

The credit freeze drove global finance

is, as we noted, a USD 13 trillion annual

to the brink of collapse in October, and

business, these agencies simply do not

it could quickly be driven back there

have the means to deal with a problem

and beyond by some blindsiding turn

of this scale. Imagine the scenario early

of events. This includes spillovers from

next year if this crisis within a crisis

the ongoing compression of global

continues: goods are not being shipped,

trade, the havoc pouring out of the

and hence those who export are being

currency markets and the ongoing

hurt; but those who import are being

implosion of the USD 2 trillion hedge

hurt as well, as they do not receive the

fund industry. Or the accelerating

raw materials and goods to make things

downturn in American commercial

with and to consume. The entire global

property markets could undermine
7
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asset-backed securities enough to

trigger a catastrophe. The ostensible

engender a new round of panic

dispersion of risk through derivatives

stretching across asset classes. The last

may have, in fact, produced an

redoubts of the optimists are the vast,

enormous systemic risk, akin to the
explosive potential of a huge

unregulated universes of finely

concentration of combustible dust

distributed risk seen in the USD 55
trillion credit default swap market, a

awaiting a spark.

subset of the nearly USD 670 trillion

Japanization?

derivatives market. These derivatives

The details of this financial crisis - its

markets are said to be impervious to the

enormous scale, the lack of trust among

chaos swirling around them because

financial institutions, the freezing of the

they are largely insurance contracts

commercial paper markets and other

that, overall, generally cancel each other

evidence of an accelerating credit

out. Maybe so, but until recently

crunch - naturally make one think of

subprime was regarded as too small an

Japan in the 1990s. And much specialist

asset class to have systemic

and media commentary has in fact been

implications. Everyone should be

devoted to probing the lessons that

concerned about the fact that

Japan's post-bubble policy choices

derivatives are not traded in open

might offer as the US confronts the

markets with proper regulation on

present meltdown. The main lesson

product design and capital-adequacy

would appear to be to act fast, firmly,

margins. Indeed, more than a few

and intelligently. This is a negative

credible, specialist voices warn that the

lesson rather than a roadmap of what to

collapse of one or more large "reference

do. Japan's "10 lost years" in the 1990s

entities" (i.e., the firm or other item

saw a protracted string of policy

being insured by these contracts) could

failures and slow recognition of the
8
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need to use public money, especially

recovery, a game that left the financial

via direct capital injections into the

system spectacularly vulnerable. While

banks (such as the state's purchase of

they did not waste as much time as in

preferred stock and subordinated

the Japanese case during the 1990s, the

bonds), in order to shore up the banks'

scale of the tsunami that have since

capital bases. Japan's stock and

ensued dwarf any of the crises that

property bubbles collapsed largely at

roiled Japan from the late 1990s to early

the start of the 1990s, but it took years

2000s.

for the authorities to recognize that

There was also political resistance to

their problems were systemic and to

action, largely because the authorities

craft suitably comprehensive policy

were unwilling to investigate and

responses.

prosecute criminal behavior. Public

One of the main hurdles to effective

sector funds, amounting to Yen 685

action in Japan was the confidence that

billion, were first used to rescue seven

asset values would hit bottom and then

failed "jusen" housing loan firms in

recover after a few years, eliminating

1996. This bail-out caused a political

the need for serious public-sector

backlash that further encouraged the

action. This mistake was to some extent

authorities to sit on their hands or

mirrored in the United States (and

intervene only sporadically as long as

elsewhere) over the past year. The

possible. In 1998, Japanese financial

financial sector and financial authorities

authorities injected a further Yen 1.8

simply refused to recognize that toxic

trillion into the system, but the Long-

assets were taking a protracted,

Term Bank of Japan and the Nippon

perhaps permanent loss of their bubble-

Credit Bank went bust (they are now,

era value. Both effectively colluded in a

respectively, the Shinsei Bank and the

“wait and see” game, counting on

Aozora Bank). August 24 of the same
9
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year saw the Economic Strategy

state, then its pecuniary as well as

Council formally set up. In 1999, this

punitary arms need to be used with a

council announced a three-year

comprehensiveness and intelligence

suspension of any inquiries into bank

that not only deals with the technical

management responsibility along with

aspects of the crisis but also the natural

a further Yen 7.5 trillion injection of

political resistance to bailing out rich

public funds. But these controversial

and irresponsible people whose actions

moves failed to resolve the crisis and a

contributed to the crisis. The latter

protracted and dangerous deflation

clearly have to be made to pay, in the

ensued.

fiscal and legal senses of the term, lest
the path to recovery be constricted by

So perhaps another negative lesson for

political fallout.

America from Japan is that injecting
even massive public funds is not in
itself sufficient. The proper assessment
of toxic assets via a close scrutiny of
their value is clearly required, as is
proposed by the FDIC (and appears
about to become law). But perhaps
more important even than that, there
must be serious inquiry into
management wrongdoing. Systemic
failures require systemic solutions, lest
the symptoms continue to fester and

But to date, the American bailout and

manifest themselves in periodic and

related policies are spectacular for their

perhaps increasingly large crises. In

lack of transparency, accountability and

other words, if one is going to use the

consistency. As a result of various
10
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missteps and volte-faces, Treasury

some cases potentially illegal,

Secretary Henry Paulson's credibility is

departures from the original purposes

perhaps as low as that of the current

of the fund.

President. At a September 23 Senate

Keep in mind that Paulson originally

Banking Committee hearing, Paulson

argued that, as the name implies, the

declared that "we need oversight...we

“Troubled Assets Relief Program”

need transparency," but he appears to

would be used to purchase mortgage-

have shifted his position considerably.

backed securities. These assets were

As of late November, Paulson's

then be sold through something

Treasury had already spent about USD

resembling a reverse auction (buying

300 billion worth of the TARP program.

them from the banks at the lowest

About USD 125 billion of this went to

prices they would be willing to sell

America's nine largest banks and

them for). That plan was absurdly

investment banks, another USD 125

unworkable then, and remains so, but

billion has gone to publicly traded

in a November 12 about-face Paulson

regional banks (many almost certain to

abandoned the original plan and

fail even with this support), and the

declared the Treasury would focus on
capital injections and other measures to

remainder has been largely allocated to

end the freeze in consumer credit

American International Group.

markets. This abrupt shift shocked Wall

According to some recent assessments,

Street and came with few concrete

much of this money has been used by

details of how the new approach would

the banks to pay shareholders, with

be implemented.

plenty also going to executive salaries
and bonuses. Another chunk of it has

Paulson has in fact been the most

gone for buybacks to increase the value

salient example of mismanagement.

of shares. These are all serious, and in

Last July, he secured authority from
11
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Congress to aid Fannie Mae and

remain obscure. But there is speculation

Freddie Mac by promising that he

that Paulson, as a product of Wall Street

would not need to use it. Then in early

(a former head of Goldman Sachs),

September he did have to use it. His

simply was unable to admit that

above-noted shift on capital injections

matters had come to such a crisis that

was more recently followed by a

capital injections were necessary. In

declaration that he would probably

other words, ideological and personal

need to use the entire USD 700 billion

ties to Wall Street appear to have

of the TARP. This declaration came a

prevented Paulson from recognizing

week after he claimed he would need

the obvious (in back of that, one has to

only about half the funds, and would

wonder how much lobbying there was

leave the remainder to the Obama

on him from Wall Street not to opt for

Administration. Paulson's serial

the interventionist strategy). Whatever

reversals of earlier positions are

the case, the policy failures with this

certainly rooted in the incredible flux of

program and his allowing funds to be

events. But his job is to craft pro-active

used to pay dividends, bonuses and

policy and seek to stabilize markets

deferred compensation, as well as in

rather than further roil the latter.

making acquisitions, threaten to
discredit the overall effort to fix the

Moreover, Paulson’s mismanagement
of the bail-out and the TARP is hard to

financial sector's crisis through direct

explain as merely poor foresight. It was

public intention of capital into the

clear last year, and certainly from

banks. This interventionism is essential,

September of this year, that injecting

but it is worrisome that Paulson may

capital directly into the banks was

have succeeded in politicizing it to the

absolutely essential. Paulson staunchly

point where a proper clean-up is either

opposed this policy, for reasons that

difficult to do or is done and then
12
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generates a strong backlash. This

public funds. One thing that is clear

complacent incompetence, too, is

from Japan is that allowing the financial

reminiscent of post-bubble Japan’s

industry and its ideologically blinkered

policy failures.

representatives to craft what they like is
a recipe for costly failure, a failure

We all learned from the Japanese

whose burden compounds over the

experience that it is imperative to act

years in lost opportunities for millions

fast, but it is also just as critical to act

in the real economy.

intelligently and in the collective
interest. Wasting precious time allows
the crisis to deepen and thus increases
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Paulson's failures force the Congress to
investigate, and very aggressively
investigate, wrongdoing in tandem
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